Ask Catherine

April 5th, 2021

Introduction:

We include questions sent to askcatherine@solari.com and posted at Subscriber Input.

Thanks for your questions!
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Conclusion
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Cash and Precious Metals
Question:

Hello Catherine,
I am a new subscriber and am tremendously grateful for the information, enlightenment and optimism you offer at Solari. My subscription provides the greatest value, bar none, of any financial subscription I have ever purchased! By the way, as a new subscriber, I received the Injection Fraud and the State of our Currencies in January. I am so impressed with the uber-high visual and content quality! My Mother was visiting and she saw it on our coffee table. While she does not typically read any of my financial reading material, she, too, was fascinated by those two Solari Wrap Up reports! She commented on the clarity of your writing, particularly.

The purpose of my email is to ask you to provide some insight regarding this notification I received yesterday in the mail about one the funds I own in my 401k. While I am attaching the one-page letter, I recognize you may not have time to read it, so, here are a couple of sentences that are the first of the message: "Effective immediately, the Vanguard Treasury Money Market Fund may invest in repurchase agreements with the Federal Reserve Bank of New York fully collateralized by U.S. Treasury securities (Fed Repo). In connection with this change, the Board of Trustees for the Fund also approved a revised policy to permit the Fund to invest, under normal circumstances, at least 80% of its assets in U.S. Treasury securities and in repurchase agreements fully collateralized by U.S. Treasury securities and in repurchase agreements fully collateralized by U.S. Treasury securities." How might this change play into the "reset" and the Central Bank takeover? Should I sell out of this fund due to this change?
Question:

Hello Catherine,

Just to start, thanks to you and your team for all the incredible information on Solari. I have learned so much since joining. Lately, I have been thinking a lot about the companies that I am personally financially supporting. Specifically, the ones that are probably up to no good and “building the bars”, as you would say, around my own prison. This has led me to Credit Card Companies. My guess is most or all of them are building pretty thick bars. How to be in this world without credit cards? I have a small business and know that most of the transactions we do are with credit cards. So not only am I personally supporting Credit Card companies but I support them through my business. A double whammy.

Personally, we have stopped using our Credit Cards as much as possible and went back to using cash and debit when we have no cash on hand. But this doesn’t work for everything. In fact there are many things that you absolutely need a credit card for. Even your own site has only credit cards as an option for payment as far as I’m aware. I have just recently seen the disturbing commercial that Amazon has put out promoting paying for goods with the palm of your hand.

My thoughts are we need to get off this credit card road as its leading to other roads far more dangerous. Its an easy transition from many cards to one card, one palm, one tattoo and less options. What are your thoughts? Other than small community currency systems and barter what are your thoughts on future payment options in real time, real world - today - tomorrow - next week and next year.

Best,

CAF Notes & Links:

Covid-19

Question:

Sorry to ask, but saw this once and cannot find your post on the Covid saliva test. Please help! (Have you considered creating a Covid category for centralizing all info...or did I miss that too?)
Also, thought you might find this short video of the nano particles found in the current Chinese made Covid tests interesting.

https://lamecherry.blogspot.com/

Thank you. Really enjoy your work. Glad I subscribed.

Question:

My dearest Catherine

Klaus Schwab said by 2030 you will own nothing and be happy. It seems to me the vaccine will enable people to be happy. In your opinion is this a probable scenario? If so I would think Asia as a whole is a safer place to go? Such as Hong Kong or the Philippines?

Thank you so much for all that you do,

Question:

What is your opinion about investing in bonds? Are municipal bonds good?

Question:

Hi Catherine, I've been trying to better understand what happened with the REPO market in 2019 and came across this article from May 2020 that discusses why the pandemic response was the only real solution to an otherwise soon-to-meltdown economy https://andreacecchi.substack.com/p/the-right-virus-at-the-right-time. Catherine I've heard you mention it frequently on your Money and markets. Any other references to learn more?

Question:

Catherine, Thanks so much for all your excellent info & insight re the "bigger picture" of world (and some off-world) events. Glad to see your information more widely available, e.g., Planet Lockdown, ReUnion Summit, etc.

Re your ReUnion Summit interview, your point about crypto being vulnerable to the Great Reset since it's on Mr. Global's platform sounds very reasonable. But in a later session on the proposed Qortal cryptocurrency, Mike Winner said he spoke to you
about its projected enhanced privacy platform. From your conversation with him do you think it really has a chance of being protected from Mr. Global?

Also, what do you make of this Microsoft patent on “cryptocurrency system using body data activity?” Is this what you meant when you said they could read your mind/activities through nanoparticles?

Even though I'm asking about cryptocurrency, I do agree with you that people should be focused on hard assets, and also finding people to help them survive coming (more) chaotic times. While there is no place to hide from 5G satellites and nanoparticles in food, water, air, I do plan to move to the west coast of FL from MD since I have always liked warmer climates and am fed up with the mask mandates here.

But I strongly suspect Mr. Global may target FL with severe weather, but hoping it will be directed more to the east FL coast where DeSantis and Trump are! (Probably wishful thinking since they can make hurricanes skip around at will.) If things really get bad there TN might be my next move based on your research!

And I thought retirement would be calm and easy....

CAF Notes & Links:

Feedback

Question:

Apropos to the Florida contamination, the company is involved in Food transport, and there was the Suez Canal blockage. Any thoughts?
Hi Catherine,
Thanks so much for all that you and your team do for us and, frankly, for all of Humanity.

Question: what about selecting Leonardo da Vinci once again as the person of the year, but this time focus on his processes of thinking, learning, and communication that culminated in his masterpieces and inventions, rather than on his products per se? His notebooks provide ample evidence that he used productive thinking and learning processes validated by modern cognitive science that we can emulate to improve ourselves dramatically by applying the true da Vinci code. If enough people choose daVincianism over Covidianism, it could transform our world for the better!

P.S. As a retired prof with a PhD in Cognitive Psychology and Learning/Instruction, I am (still) writing a book on how we can think and learn like Leonardo da Vinci, started in 2019 inspired by your site. Also, thanks for your time budget advice... I need to re-apply it in my life since I've gotten bogged down with life in Crazyfornia.

PPS. Love the Solari meet-ups! The local host in my area is phenomenal!

Question:

Question - John Titus Video

is there a way to subscribe - so the videos can be downloaded and saved by member?

Question:

Dear Catherine,
Probably you are not waiting for every new subscriber to say hello to you but I very much feel like writing and thanking you for your amazing contribution of knowledge, wisdom and consciousness, dearly needed in this times.

I am Ute Wohlmuther-Sanders, born in Austria, 60 years young, lived many year in the USA, and then the last 22 years in Amsterdam, where I had a yoga school, ended by the Covid measures. Form here my Dutch husband and I just left in December to locate in the countryside in Austria. Less EMF and real estate rents were getting too much here in lovely Amsterdam, which unfortunately is chosen to be a one of the 21 smart cities...

I came across you in the interview with Planet Lockdown, and then with Reiner Fuellmich. I decided time to subscribe to Solari and absorbing much information since, every time very inspired. I had missed to understand the money machine in this world, and the state of currencies report was a real eye opener, filling in the gaps of understanding what we are up against. I liked you remark of don’t demonstrate against the government but against the wall street bankers.

I also feel the spiritual connection you are holding via the Christian line, that helps to stay inspired strong and positive to co-create a new human decentralized living togetherness. When you talked about sending protection to the governor of Florida, I thought, oh good I just had done that myself, looking at his photo and eyes, and although I am just a little person and not a know player, I was happy that you are thinking like this as well. I also related strongly to the story of your cleaner, who could pick up on all the energies. This is in line with what I can do as well, clean energetically and invite a good guardian presence. I thought the report from the woman who describes her husbands soul gone missing, painful and fits my experience since years looking at small children at times empty eyed, something separated them from themselves when the got vaxxed. Very horrible. Maybe something can be done for them.

If it was possible to get more Solari reports translated into German so I could get my new German and Austrian network of people creating a new world living together, that would be marvelous.
I’d love to contribute as well, also would love to meet you for coffee, I am at the moment for a week in Amsterdam. But you are a busy person serving so many! In any case you my heroin of a lifetime or more…thank you!

Happy Easter and much ascending energy, strengths joy and love.

Question:

Dear Catherine,
Please speak to this story. What is motivating the Biden administration to make this demand of states?

This story also provides an opportunity to talk to state legislatures about a state Public Bank like the one that North Dakota has been operating for 100 years. I believe that all states need to have a Public Bank to counter balance the Federal Government/NY FED/BlackRock power grab. Wrong or right? I figure that a state can not have true 10th amendment autonomy if you don't have financial autonomy. In any case, the financial system will implode and we need to prepare for that. Could you also please speak to the State Public Bank idea? I understand that a group of counties or a city can create one too.

The 13 states join Ohio, Arizona, and Missouri, which have separately filed their own lawsuits over the provision. “Never before has the federal government attempted such a complete takeover of state finances,” said Morrisey in a statement. “We cannot stand for such overreach. The Constitution envisions co-sovereign states, not a federal government that forces state legislatures to forfeit one of their core constitutional functions in exchange for a large check equal to approximately 25 percent of their annual respective general budgets.” https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/thirteen-states-sue-biden-administration-tax-cut-restriction-spending-package

Question:

Hello Catherine,

I’m a veteran of the 1967 Arab-Israel War, I and my wife have a home built about five years ago in North Carolina. We have been deluged with IRRL’s from many companies. We feel that it could be a scam, would you give us a heads up?

Question:

Dear Catherine,

Please speak to this story. What is motivating the Biden administration to make this demand of states?

This story also provides an opportunity to talk to state legislatures about a state Public Bank like the one that North Dakota has been operating for 100 years. I believe that all
states need to have a Public Bank to counter balance the Federal Government/NY FED/BlackRock power grab. Wrong or right? I figure that a state can not have true 10th amendment autonomy if you don't have financial autonomy. In any case, the financial system will implode and we need to prepare for that. Could you also please speak to the State Public Bank idea? I understand that a group of counties or a city can create one too.

The 13 states join Ohio, Arizona, and Missouri, which have separately filed their own lawsuits over the provision. "Never before has the federal government attempted such a complete takeover of state finances," said Morrisey in a statement. "We cannot stand for such overreach. The Constitution envisions co-sovereign states, not a federal government that forces state legislatures to forfeit one of their core constitutional functions in exchange for a large check equal to approximately 25 percent of their annual respective general budgets." [https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/thirteen-states-sue-biden-administration-tax-cut-restriction-spending-package](https://www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/thirteen-states-sue-biden-administration-tax-cut-restriction-spending-package)

Question:

Dear Catherine,

I'm writing to follow-up on the mention of my personal experience with how imagination creates reality.

Perhaps you will remember once calling me to discuss my efforts to stop 5G in Prescott, AZ, in light of my coming into contact with some VERY bad actors who'd been paid off to rush 5G into the area. You advised me to either dig in for a very long effort in the public eye or to look at what you described as the prayer closet. I did the latter, and have a very active affirmative prayer closet now, as well as a great deal of prayer for protection for us all. Thank you for this!

And so my life changed due to your vision of how our imagination creates reality. Your vision enhanced and upgraded my own.

I also mentioned in our call that I am the survivor of a brain stem stroke which occurred when just 43 (I'm now 68), at the peak of my executive career. I lost everything, including my ability to walk and talk, and because the stroke was caused by a fatal blood cancer, I lived a debilitated and declining life for years thereafter until I had a direct experience of God that changed everything. When told to prepare my affairs, I instead meditated for hours daily, seeking the same connection I'd had during my death from the stroke and the out-of-body experience that occurred during this. When I was graced with that same experience "in a body" that I'd had "out of a body", I was then divinely led to a mind-body-spirit healing. I was then able to learn selfless
service, through care giving my demented and debilitated husband (who had persecuted me) for 17 years until his death.

I have, after 10 years of thinking about this, and 4 years of writing, released a book that gives the story, and also the teaching, associated with conscious communion with God or our Source. Because this dovetails so much with what you and Jon were lately speaking about within Solari, I'd like to mention it to you now. It is much more about the experience of doing it, rather than the intellectual description of how. It brings the reader along, encouraging the attempt rather than setting a high bar which might discourage those new to this. It encourages the reader to meditate and to visualize the future they would like, paying no attention to the temporary negative effects they are currently experiencing. It is about First Cause, or working with Cause rather than Effects. And it points out that suffering is often the impetus for learning this. My personal story proves that this glorious insight works. Here is a link to the book:

https://smile.amazon.com/one-One-Suffering-Taught-Eternal/dp/1982250755/ref=tmm_pap_swatch_0?_encoding=UTF8&qid=1616522849&sr=1-1

I humbly ask that if you get a chance, you'll take a look at it. I wrote this, as best as a human being can, getting out of the way of my little egoic self and allowing Self to speak through me. I'm not trying to insinuate myself into the Solari agenda in any way. I just feel that perhaps you will come across folks that might benefit from this. Thank you.

Blessings,

Question:

Hi Catherine

Have listened to you being interviewed for quite a few years and have recently subscribed to have less distraction and hear more thought provoking discussion.

During the W regime/administration a document/decree/policy, not sure what it was called, was issued stating that US Corporations deemed systemically or strategically important were to be exempted from reporting accurate Financial Statements if it was in the best interest of the State.

I recall Rob Kirby a few years ago revealing that he too had read or
seen the report but alas could also not lay his hands on it for further details.

I know I saw it, Rob saw it, did you or your team see it?

This policy is no doubt still in effect and adds further opacity to whatever it is that passes as a market economy, including the BlackRock roll. It really was a blunt statement of US economic reality yest it was ignored or just plain memory-holed.

Comments or opinion on this might be helpful to all.

Thanks and greetings from Canada,

Question:

Good afternoon, Catherine! I have been delighted by the content of all your reports and am SO please to be part of the Solari family. It’s nice to know there are other like-minded people out there. You have mentioned a book with the title of Point Blank several times in various reports; could you tell me the author? When I try to look it up online, I am unable to definitively choose the correct one. Thank you for your attention to this request.

Best regards,

Question:

Hi Catherine,

I have two questions – First, I can’t locate Putin’s speech at Davos. Is it still on Solari?

I am also trying to locate a program with John Titus. I thought he talked about the 33 deaths, 33 cases, etc, reported on the news. Do you recall if he talked about that or am I mixing up interviews? I wanted to listen to the interview again, if it exists.

Comment:

Good morning all! Sending thoughts of love and true care out to you all today! It is gorgeous here in Central Texas in the early spring. My garden is growing and the bluebirds are making nests in the boxes we have for them. Make sure you take time to resonate with nature and with your fellow humans who you are in cahoots with! GRACE is so evident in my life right now, I wanted to share and
exhort all of you to look for it and realize how much GRACE can bolster us and help us stay in “the higher mind”.
Blessings!

Question:

Things heating up in The Ukraine. Is the West poking the bear a prelude to war? This is one to watch, folks.
(Side note: Orthodox Easter is May 2 this year–right about the time the weather is conducive to offensive military movement, per The Saker…)

https://thesaker.is/understanding-anti-putin-psyops-preparing-for-war/

https://www.zerohedge.com/geopolitical/nato-says-it-intercepted-russian-aircraft-10-times-one-day

CAF Notes & Links:

Going Direct Reset

Question:

Hi Catherine –
We recently saw an article in The New American online publication titled, “Great Reset: IMF to Redistribute U.S. Wealth Via Proto-Global Currency.”
Can you explain what SDR’s are and what it means that this is the “proto-global currency” that the IMF is wanting to use to “re-distribute” US wealth…?

Secondly, you told John Titus in the last interview that all of us need to go after central banks/bankers instead of our governments when we protest for our rights and sovereignty. How do we go after central banks???

Thanks for your great work.
We love what you do!

Question:

Dear Catherine,
Keeping in mind that I already grow as much of my own veggies and herbs as I can, my son has not a single vaccine in him and I am doing my best to not do business with publicly traded companies, what are three steps I can take in my life today to attack the central banks and take my government back?

Best regards,

Question:

Hello Catherine,
Thank you for taking the time to answer subscriber questions! It is super helpful! Do you know anything about the difference between statute law and common law? Would this help individuals and their businesses navigate the lockdowns and the possible vaccine ID implementation? I think this would be a great topic for Dr. Joseph Farrell to cover as well. From what I can gather the statute law actually can be traced all the way back to Babylon and Hammurabi’s law. The statute law is also related to admiralty law jurisdiction where laws are judged in separate courts then common law courts. Along with your banking wisdom that you in part to us, I think that this topic is a wonderful addition because it’s a way to push back and preserve our creative, economic and human rights. I look forward to your thoughts!

Question:

Hi Catherine,

I'm 24 years old, I'm a subscriber to the solari report and I'm terrified. I wonder what it is that you personally are doing to avoid what is already happening or are you just going to go along with it?

Question:

Dear Catherine

I've just spent an enjoyable 2-1/2 hours listening to your interview 'Money and Finance Under Covid - A conversation with Catherine Austin Fitts'. Here is a link to the entire interview which you might want to post. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=46I51vV37-0

I admire the way you can discuss complicated financial matters without using any equations or calculations or obscure terminology.
At time 63.30 you talk about Michael Pye's book 'The Edge of the World' and his chapter on the plague laws. When you say, 'I'm trying to get people who are very knowledgeable about monetary history to take a look at it because I think there's something there. I don't understand what it is but we're clearly dealing with a very old pattern.' I thought you might want to contact Martin Armstrong on this. He seems to be very knowledgeable about the history of monetary policy and he also analyses cycles of many types. https://www.armstrongeconomics.com/ Bill Still, author of 'The Moneychangers', might also be able to help you. https://thestillreport.com/

At time 1.43.00 you said, 'The people running this have very serious occult practices that reflect values which are very alien to most of the people listening to this.' Have you already talked about these practices in an article or interview? (I presume this is different from what you have talked about in 'Deep State Tactics'.)

You also mentioned your Taco Bell story which you were going to save telling for another day. Will I have to wait for your next interview with Rocco to hear it or have you already told the Taco Bell story somewhere else?

When I consider all the interviews you make, all the articles you write and all the other activities you undertake, not to mention all the reading you must do, it is clear that you are indeed a very busy lady. So I just wanted to say how thankful and honored I am that you so generously take the time to answer my questions.

Wishing you a happy and blessed Easter!

CAF Notes & Links:

Health

Question:

CAF Notes & Links:

Local Gatherings

Question:
CAF Notes & Links:

**Recommended Links**

**Comment:**

Dear Catherine,

I have been working with James Lyons-Weiler on topics related to science with integrity. Vaccine policy and science are short on the integrity balance of the column. Jack recently emailed his colleagues that a new paper would be published with Dr. Paul Thomas (Oregon pediatrician) about the financial incentives of pushing vaccines in the International Journal of Vaccine Theory, Practice, and Research.

This might be worth a review and an interview.

A Solari Member,

**Comment:**

Addition to Visions of Freedom?

Painting - Bi-centennial celebration - signing of Declaration Visions of Freedom

"The Constitution ... it's only keepers the people." George Washington

Coincidence:
My nephew was in Colorado in the Fall he took a photo of this poster of George Washington in the Town Hall
- at the same time I found a framed copy signed by the artist and purchased it. It's large and very powerful when you see in person.
Question:

Multiple sources are claiming a dramatic LOSS in non-farmland real estate in the next 2 years.

For people owning Multi-family and other investment buildings - will there be a sharp drop in investment value. When would the value return?

Does it make a difference if the investment is in a particular state i.e. what about the Northeast?

Does it matter if it's in a rural farming area vs. a city or suburb?

Comment:

Hi.
I watched the video you posted on Reiner and the Civil suit he and others are going to put forth for what I see as Crimes against Humanity.

I have watched many people in the last few months, and one of my innate qualities is to see where people need to be connected to each other. I have two such people in mind. One person that I believe Reiner should be in contact with, but have no way of telling him this. I'm hoping you have a way.

The first person is from the NVIC summit last September. A man named Denis Rancourt - professor from Ottawa (Canada) University. He spoke about the study they have done on the number of deaths, and the wearing of masks during Covid. It is particularly good and uplifting because there are mostly facts.

Link to the summit is: https://www.protectinghealthandautonomyinthe21stcentury.com/conference-live
The second person is Lena Pu. She has found a way to action for us the people. And I respect and cherish her for that. Her website is lenasfabulousfrequencies.com. I believe you should speak to her and post some of her information on your website. She has researched how we each can give no-consent to 5G, injections and chem trails via a Notice of Liability method. She provides this on her website and gives classes on it.

The other thing is this. I have a lot of ways to connect with The Divine, to move into calm and so on during these times. These tools are needed, specially as I educate myself. There are times when the knowledge is so heavy, nothing seems to help. I can only imagine what some of this must be like for you, who are immersed in it. So I pass along an intuition I got the other day to watch this short documentary. It's about a couple who builds their house in Norway and it lightened my heart. Maybe it will do the same for you.

https://www.shortoftheweek.com/2016/06/15/the-heart-followers/

Many heart hugs to you for everything you are doing,

Comment:

fyi ...
Thanks Valerie ... am sending to others:
Scott MacKay in Toronto .... challenging all covid lockdown restrictions. McKay interview starts at the 30 minute mark .... finally some Canadian content! Some good info about legal exemptions. Good to see someone with the balls to stand up to the govt. goons. Interesting that his Canadian Passport in Ireland had some encrypted message inserted into the chip on his passport, labelling him an "anti-masker". Lots of info about travelling in covid-times. PCR tests in Turkey, allergic reaction, small organisms seen to be planted when they poke the Qtip in your throat. 800,000 views on telling officials they are NOT going into quarantine.
Mar 30, 2021 Toronto's Chris Sky ("just say no to vaccines") is the guest ... - skip the program intro. Chris comes in at about 15 min.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d5WlwX8XJP0

Meanwhile, back at 'my' ranch ... I watched Jeffrey Prather interview retired Green Beret Jeremy Brown ... FBI tried to recruit him. The basic message of the interview? "WE" are already in an 'unconventional' war (with China), people need to get 'their head in the fight'. First step? Neighbour up .... your community needs to understand that the govt is lying to you.
https://www.pscp.tv/jeffreyprather/1mrGmwRQeQdxy

'Citizen Journalist' George Webb (from Cobb Island south of DC) makes the case March 25 ... the covid was spread globally by the military games in Wuhan in October 2019 ... covid was probably 'sprayed on all attendees and athletes, .... could be Chinese who did
it, could be US military that had a series of ‘vaping’ deaths in August at military bases in Southern US, or it could have been Erasmus bio-warfare in Netherlands.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m6Dq9PsQmFo

Comment:

Dear Ms. Fitts,
Having consulted your site, https://home.solari.com/, and listened to various podcasts, I have appreciated your insights into the turmoil going on in society. You mentioned how the hidden powers-that-be ultimately want to create a state of dependency for the masses. Controlling the electrical grid is a significant piece of the puzzle. I would like to bring a solution to your attention and ask that you consider helping bring this solution to fruition.

The solution involves the R&D of a heat engine by http://soonysystems.com/. The inventor, Barry Johnston, envisions one application of this technology being a generator, which would enable home owners to produce their own energy more cheaply than buying it from the grid as it operates at an efficiency of close to 50%. This technology already has received a validation of proof of concept from the Univ. of Maryland. The need now is for financing to build a prototype.

Another application for this technology will be in outer space taking advantage of the sun's radiance and the extreme temperature differentials to produce energy for spaceships.

Barry Johnston is also an accomplished artist. You can view his artwork here: http://sculptorjohnston.com/

Please let us know if you would be willing to help.

Comment:

Hi Catherine,

Of all the hundreds of hours of video that I've watched concerning this issue the 2.5 hr. spent watching this video were the most valuable. I say that almost apologetically because I understand how limited your time is.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=72faQ2qr9vw

Perhaps you've already been guided to this by others. Let me be one more voice encouraging you
to watch. This is excellent information that also contains positive suggestions for change.

Thanks for all you do,

Comment:

Hi,

Over the last many months I’ve been educating myself about what is going on. Much of the information is necessary to know, but feels very heavy in my body. I meditate every morning, which helps a lot. A few days ago, everything felt really dark, and I needed some relief. Normally I can focus on my vision of what I want the world to look like, and I become joyful. No luck this time. Then a thought came to me: to watch this documentary called HeartFollower. Watching it lightened my load considerably. I pass the link along to you if you feel you might need some lightening too. Many heart hugs to you at Solari for all of the information you give to us.

https://www.shortoftheweek.com/2016/06/15/the-heart-followers/

Comment:

Hi Catherine – just listened to your Ask Catherine segment for this week. Someone asked you about mitigating complexities of reporting information as a whistleblower. It reminded me of Sibel Edmonds, and I recalled she had some involvement in organizing an activist group for whistleblowers. I think this link may be associated – sending it along to you, for what it may be worth. https://www.whistleblowers.org/
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Send in questions:
Askcatherine@solari.com
Subscriber input